
Copper deficiency and well water.


One late summer day after giving Jack and Ruby a nice cool bath, I noticed that their coats 
were red where they should be black.  I even remarked to Tim that it was a beautiful color red.  
I began to wonder why a black goat should have a reddening to their coat.  As I looked closely. 
I also noticed that Jack’s alpine stripes on his face that use to be tan were very pale, almost 
white.  His legs were turning white too.  So I began to research this loss of color and found that 
it most likely was a copper deficiency issue.  As I went deeper into the topic I discovered  that 
if your water contains lots of iron, which our well water does, this can inhibit absorption of 
copper from your goats normal diet.  The first course of action was to give some copper 
supplements. Copper for goats comes in the form of actual pieces of small copper wires that 
you can either give them in pill form or mix it into their food.  It is pretty safe although a copper 
overdose can occur.  After only a couple weeks post copper dosing,  their coats started to 
become silkier and the color started to return.  Within a month they looked pretty good and 
within three months they were almost much back to normal.  My research informed me to 
watch for signs of discoloration before giving more copper.  We decided that this information 
was too vague and felt like guess work rather then a reliable method to use for dosing.  We 
certainly didn’t want to harm our babies with too much copper.  We have good water here but it 
is very high in iron as is most well water.  It also contains a lot of calcium which is not so good 
for our wethers.   Being concerned for the health of our kids we began to look into filtering 
options for our water.  None of the filters we could find were going to be viable solutions for us 
and our kids so we decided to start giving out goats bottled water.  The town near us has a 
water store and I cart my five gallon bottles down there every couple weeks and fill em up.  
This has made all the difference in the condition of our goats coats.  Our new kids have only 
had bottled water and we suspect we will not see any indications of copper deficiency in them.  
It has been said that our kids are spoiled and well yeah, they are as they are family members 
and we want the best for them as we do all of our kids whether they are two legged or four.  
The water hauling is a good workout for my arms too so we all benefit from this new system.  It 
seems to be a win win!   The first row of pictures were taken the day I discovered this issue.  
The second row is a few months post copper treatment.  The last row shows them today.  You 
can really see the difference in Jack’s face and leg coloring. Both goats have nice shiny black 
coats again!




